Please check the appropriate blanks and list any exceptions below each hunt.

1. **Resident and Nonresident Black Bear - Either Sex - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 6151 and 6251**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

2. **Resident Antelope - Horns longer than ears - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 2151**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

3. **Resident Antelope - Horns longer than ears - Muzzleloader Hunt 2171**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

4. **Resident Antelope - Horns longer than ears - Archery Hunt 2161**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

5. **Resident Antelope - Horns shorter than ears - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 2181**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

6. **Nonresident Antelope - Horns longer than ears - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 2251**
   - Agree [ ]
   - Disagree [ ]
   - No Recommendation [ ]

   **Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:**
   

---

1
7. **Nonresident Antelope - Horns longer than ears - Archery Hunt 2261**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree ☐
   - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

8. **Resident Nelson (Desert) Bighorn Sheep - Any Ram - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 3151**
   - Agree ☐
   - Disagree ☑️
   - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

9. **Nonresident Nelson (Desert) Bighorn Sheep - Any Ram - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 3251**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree ☐
   - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

    - Agree ☑️
    - Disagree ☐
    - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

11. **Nonresident Nelson (Desert) Bighorn Sheep - Any Ewe - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 3281**
    - Agree ☑️
    - Disagree ☐
    - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

12. **Resident California Bighorn Sheep - Any Ram - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 8151**
    - Agree ☐
    - Disagree ☑️
    - No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

   **034 Increase from 7 to 8**
13. **Nonresident California Bighorn Sheep - Any Ram - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 8251**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
   
   
14. **Resident California Bighorn Sheep - Any Ewe - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 8181**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

15. **Resident Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep - Any Ram - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 9151**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

16. **Resident Mountain Goat - Any Goat - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 7151**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

17. **Resident Elk - Antlered - Any Legal Weapon Depredation Hunt 4102**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

18. **Resident Elk Antlerless - Any Legal Weapon Depredation Hunt 4107**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

19. **Resident Elk - Antlered - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4151**
   - Agree ☑️
   - Disagree □
   - No Recommendation □
   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
20. **Resident Elk - Antlered - Muzzleloader Hunt 4156**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

21. **Resident Elk - Antlered - Archery Hunt 4161**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

22. **Resident Elk - Spike - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4651**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

23. **Resident Elk - Antlerless - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4181**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

25. **Resident Elk - Antlerless Elk Management Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4481 Option for Mule Deer Hunt 1331**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

26. **Resident Elk - Antlerless - Muzzleloader Hunt 4176**
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
27. **Resident Elk - Antlerless Elk Management Muzzleloader Hunt 4476 Option for Mule Deer Hunt 1371**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

28. **Resident Elk - Antlerless - Archery Hunt 4111**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

29. **Resident Elk - Antlerless Elk Management Archery 4411 Option for Mule Deer Hunt 1341**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

30. **Resident Junior Elk - Antlerless Elk Management Archery 4407 Option for Resident Junior Mule Deer Hunt 1107**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

31. **Nonresident Elk - Antlered - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4251**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

32. **Nonresident Elk - Antlered - Muzzleloader Hunt 4256**  
   Agree ☒  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐  

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
33. **Nonresident Elk - Antlered - Archery Hunt 4261**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

34. **Nonresident Elk - Antlerless - Any Legal Weapon 4281**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

35. **Nonresident Elk - Antlerless Elk Management Any Legal Weapon Hunt 4481**  
   **Option for Mule Deer Hunt 1331**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

36. **Nonresident Elk - Antlerless - Muzzleloader Hunt 4276**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

37. **Nonresident Elk - Antlerless - Archery Hunt 4211**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

38. **Resident Junior Mule Deer - Antlered or Antlerless - Archery, Muzzleloader**  
   **or Any Legal Weapon Hunt 1107**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

39. **Resident Mule Deer - Antlerless - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 1181**  
   Agree ☒ Disagree ☐ No Recommendation ☐

   Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
40. **Resident Mule Deer - Antlered - Any Legal Weapon Hunt 1331**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
014 1st. D.O.M. 15-10 033 Early 033 Late 15-10
014 Early 60-40 021 decrease 50-40 022 80-40
014 Early 40-10 024 decrease 30-40

41. **Resident Mule Deer - Antlered - Muzzleloader Hunt 1371**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
014 7 to 5
033 7 to 5

42. **Resident Mule Deer - Antlered - Archery Hunt 1341**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
011-013 from 20 to 15
021 from 40 to 30

43. **Nonresident - Mule Deer - Antlered - Any Legal Weapon Hunts 1331**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
011-013 Early from 8-2

44. **Nonresident Mule Deer - Antlered - Muzzleloader Hunt 1371**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:

45. **Nonresident Mule Deer - Antlered - Archery Hunt 1341**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
011-013 from 3-2

46. **Resident & Nonresident Deer and Antelope Landowner Compensation Tags**
   Agree ☑  Disagree ☐  No Recommendation ☐

Exceptions, Comments and Alternative Recommendation:
115 1215, 2115 and 2215
Other Recommendations:

This County Advisory Board hereby approves and submits the above big game season recommendations for consideration.

Date: 4-26-18

Chairman: ________________________

Member: ________________________

Member: ________________________

Member: ________________________

Member: ________________________

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM VIA EMAIL BY MAY 4, 2018
TO CGRIEVE@NDOW.ORG